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NOTE ON A THEOREM OF PALL

KENNETH S. WILLIAMS

Abstract. A simple proof is given of Pall's formula for the

number of representations of a gaussian integer as the sum of two

squares of gaussian integers.

Pall [2 ] has calculated the number g2(z) of representations of the

nonzero gaussian integer z=x+2i'y as the sum of two squares of

gaussian integers. This result was rediscovered (using a different

method) by the author [3]. Using ideas from [2], [3] we give a very

simple proof of Pall's theorem.

Theorem. If z = x + 2iy — e(l+i)aw, where e = l or i, a^O and

Re(w)=l (mod 2), Im («0=0 (mod 2), then

(1) gi(z) = h(a, e)r(w),

where t(w) is the number of divisors of w and

h(a,t) = 1, if a = 0, e = 1,

=  I a — 3 \,    if a ^ 2.

(a = 1 and a = 0,e = i are excluded as Re z ( = 2y) is even.)

Proof. We let

D(z) = {zi\Zi\ z, 2 I zi + z/zx},

R(z) = {(a, b,c,d):z= (a + ib)2 + (c + id)2},

and define X:Z>(z)—>F(z) by

«,o-(r.(j(„ + -1)), !■»(*(.,+£)),

im(*(2'-£>>-Re(è(--fJ))

X is one-to-one and onto so that | D(z) | = | R(z) \, that is,

gi(z) -        Z       1-
*il»;8l«i+*/»i

If zi|z we have zx = (l+i)aiWi, where O^ax^a, Wx\w. Since either
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wx = w/wi = \ (mod 2) or wi = w/wi = i (mod 2), we have 2|zi+z/zi if

and only if 2| (l-M)ai+e(l-H)a~a>. Thus we obtain

,,. ft«- £ I'll-
W/ a!=0 ti?i|u)

I a, a—a,
2 | (l+i) l+«U+<)        '

For a = 0, « = 1 or a=2 the first sum of the product in (3) is 1, and

for a = 3 it is zero. For a ^4 the only terms which contribute anything

are ai = 2, • • -, a — 2 so that the sum isa — 3. The first sum therefore is

just (2). The second sum is just the number of divisors of w, that is

t(w). This proves (1).

In particular z=x-\-2iy is the sum of two squares of gaussian inte-

gers if and only if (1 +i)3 z (see for example [l ]).
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